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The Oﬃcial Pictorial History of the AAF United States. Army Air Forces. Historical Oﬃce 1947
RUSSIAS AIR POWER IN CRISIS Benjamin S. Lambeth 1999-09-17 "The author contends
that although the VVS is key to Russia's future military capability, it is unlikely to regain even a
semblance of its Cold War strength in the near term. He asserts that only the stabilization of
Russian society as a whole could foster a renaissance of Russian air power."--BOOK JACKET.
The Chinese Navy
The Quest for Relevant Air Power Christian F. Anrig 2012-05-01 "Examines the air power
experience of a selected range of European countries since the collapse of the Soviet Union
and the Gulf War of 1991. The study oﬀers an assessment of key issues inﬂuencing the
evolution of air power in continental Europe. Amongst the main challenges are deployed
operations, the intellectual grasp of air power doctrine, and the imbalance between combat
aircraft and force enablers. Regarding the latter, the development of common capabilities that
are equally available to both NATO and the European Union is crucial."--P. [4] of cover.
Change in Southern Africa Anthony R. Wilkinson 1975 Book contains : White power in Southern
Africa : a comparative assessment / Anthony Wilkinson. - Is South Africa really changing? /
Merle Lipton. - South Africa's foreign policy following the Portuguese coup / Jack Spence.
General Kenney Reports: A Personal History of the Paciﬁc War
The African Film Industry UNESCO 2021-10-01 The production and distribution of ﬁlm and
audiovisual works is one of the most dynamic growth sectors in the world. Thanks to digital
technologies, production has been growing rapidly in Africa in recent years. For the ﬁrst time,
a complete mapping of the ﬁlm and audiovisual industry in 54 States of the African continent
is available, including quantitative and qualitative data and an analysis of their strengths and
weaknesses at the continental and regional levels.The report proposes strategic
recommendations for the development of the ﬁlm and audiovisual sectors in Africa and invites
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policymakers, professional organizations, ﬁrms, ﬁlmmakers and artists to implement them in a
concerted manner.
Land-based Air Power in Third World Crises David R. Mets 1986
At the Vanguard Anika Binnendijk 2020-10-22 Europe's air forces have the opportunity to
make increasingly pronounced contributions to NATO's defense and deterrent posture in
combat air campaigns, especially high-intensity operations requiring rapid and large-scale
application of airpower.
The Millionaires' Unit The Aristocratic Flyboys Who Fought the Great War, and the Birth of
American Air Power Marc Wortman 2006-04-24 The never-before-told true story of six friends,
young men of privilege, who risked it all when history called them to ﬁght for the allies in
World War I
"Air Force Spoken Here" James Parton 1986 By one of Baker's wartime aides, "in cooperation
with the Air Force Historical Foundation,'' this anecdote-rich biography oﬀers new material on
the development of American air power and its application during World War II. Baker, an air
pioneer, went on to lead the ﬁrst bombing operations against western Europe, directed the
great expansion of the Eighth Air Force in 1943, and commanded the Allied Air Forces in the
Mediterranean theater. His postwar career included stints with Hughes Aircraft and McDonnellDouglas and he gained a reputation as one of the foremost civilian spokesmen for the
responsible use of air power. Baker's sterling leadership during the war is at the core of the
narrative, along with a running account of his often strained relations with Air Corps chief
"Hap'' Arnold, who was not only a mentor but a father ﬁgure to Baker. Parton is founder of the
American Heritage publishing company.
Angolan War of Liberation Al J. Venter 2018-10-30 When a large group of rebels invaded
Angola from a recently independent Congo in 1961, it heralded the opening shots in another
African war of independence. Between 1961 and 1974, Portugal faced the extremely ambitious
task of conducting three simultaneous counterinsurgency campaigns to preserve its hegemony
of Angola, Portuguese Guinea and Mozambique. While other European states were falling over
themselves in granting independence to their African possessions, Portugal chose to stay and
ﬁght despite the odds against success.That it did so successfully for thirteen years in a distant
multi-fronted war remains a remarkable achievement, particularly for a nation of such modest
resources. For example, in Angola the Portuguese had a tiny air force of possibly a dozen
transport planes, a squadron or two of F-86s and perhaps twenty helicopters: and that in a
remote African country twice the size of Texas. Portugal proved that such a war can be won. In
Angola victory was complete.However, the political leadership proved weak and irresolute, and
this encouraged communist elements within the military to stage a coup in April 1974 and lead
a capitulation to the insurgent movements, squandering the hard-won military and social gains
and abandoning Portugals African citizens to generations of civil war and destitution.
Technology, Violence, and War 2019-02-11 This volume explores the importance of technology
in war, and to the study of warfare, during the past millennium, across several continents.
Authors discuss interactions between politics, strategy, war, technology, and the socio-cultural
implementation of new technologies in diﬀerent contexts.
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To Save A City: The Berlin Airlift, 1948-1949 [Illustrated Edition] Roger G. Miller 2015-11-06
Includes 30 Illustrations In this expert survey Air Force Historian Robert Miller explores the Epic
story of the Berlin Airlift, the confrontation of Democracy and Communism as the world
teetered on the brink of the Third World War. The Berlin blockade (24 June 1948;–12 May
1949) was one of the ﬁrst major international crises of the Cold War. During the multinational
occupation of post–World War II Germany, the Soviet Union blocked the Western Allies’
railway, road, and canal access to the sectors of Berlin under allied control. The Soviets oﬀered
to drop the blockade if the Western Allies withdrew the newly introduced Deutschmark from
West Berlin. In response, the Western Allies organised the Berlin airlift to carry supplies to the
people in West Berlin. Aircrews from the United States Air Force, the British Royal Air Force,
the Royal Canadian Air Force, the Royal Australian Air Force, the Royal New Zealand Air Force,
and the South African Air Force ﬂew over 200,000 ﬂights in one year, providing up to 8,893
tons of necessities daily, such as fuel and food, to the Berliners. Neither side wanted a war; the
Soviets did not disrupt the airlift. By the spring of 1949 the airlift was clearly succeeding, and
by April it was delivering more cargo than had previously been transported into the city by rail.
On 11 May 1949, the USSR lifted the blockade of West Berlin. The Berlin Crisis of 1948–1949
served to highlight competing ideological and economic visions for post-war Europe,
particularly Germany. The clash ultimately led to the division of that country into East and
West and to the division of Berlin itself.
The Last of Africa's Cold War Conﬂicts Al J. Venter 2020-05-30 Portugal was the ﬁrst
European country to colonize Africa. It was also the last to leave, almost ﬁve centuries later.
During the course of what Lisbon called its “civilizing mission in Africa” the Portuguese
weathered numerous insurrections, but none as severe as the guerrilla war ﬁrst launched in
Angola in 1961 and two years later in Portuguese Guinea. While Angola had a solid economic
infrastructure, that did not hold for the tiny West African enclave that was to become GuineBissau. Both Soviets and Cubans believed that because that tiny colony- roughly the size of
Belgium - had no resources and a small population, that Lisbon would soon capitulate. They
were wrong, because hostilities lasted more than a decade and the 11-year struggle turned
into the most intense of Lisbon's three African colonies. It was a classic African guerrilla
campaign that kicked oﬀ in January 1963, but nobody noticed because what was taking place
in Vietnam grabbed all the headlines. The Soviet-led guerrilla campaign in Portuguese Guinea
was to go on and set the scene for the wars that followed in Rhodesia and present-day
Namibia.
Portugal's Guerrilla Wars in Africa Al Venter 2013-12-19 Nominated for the NYMAS Arthur
Goodzeit Book Award 2013 Portugal's three wars in Africa in Angola, Mozambique and
Portuguese Guinea (Guiné-Bissau today) lasted almost 13 years - longer than the United
States Army fought in Vietnam. Yet they are among the most underreported conﬂicts of the
modern era. Commonly referred to as Lisbon's Overseas War (Guerra do Ultramar) or in the
former colonies, the War of Liberation (Guerra de Libertação), these struggles played a
seminal role in ending white rule in Southern Africa. Though hardly on the scale of hostilities
being fought in South East Asia, the casualty count by the time a military coup d'état took
place in Lisbon in April 1974 was signiﬁcant. It was certainly enough to cause Portugal to call a
halt to violence and pull all its troops back to the Metropolis. Ultimately, Lisbon was to move
out of Africa altogether, when hundreds of thousands of Portuguese nationals returned to
Europe, the majority having left everything they owned behind. Independence for all th
Indeed, on a recent visit to Central Mozambique in 2013, a youthful member of the American
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Peace Corps told this author that despite have former colonies, including the Atlantic islands,
followed soon afterwards. Lisbon ruled its African territories for more than ﬁve centuries, not
always undisputed by its black and mestizo subjects, but eﬀectively enough to create a lasting
Lusitanian tradition. That imprint is indelible and remains engraved in language, social mores
and cultural traditions that sometimes have more in common with Europe than with Africa.
Today, most of the newspapers in Luanda, Maputo - formerly Lourenco Marques - and Bissau
are in Portuguese, as is the language taught in their schools and used by their respective
representatives in international bodies to which they all subscribe. ing been embroiled in
conﬂict with the Portuguese for many years in the 1960s and 1970s, he found the local people
with whom he came into contact inordinately fond of their erstwhile 'colonial overlords'. As a
foreign correspondent, Al Venter covered all three wars over more than a decade, spending
lengthy periods in the territories while going on operations with the Portuguese army, marines
and air force. In the process, he wrote several books on these conﬂicts, including a report on
the conﬂict in Portuguese Guinea for the Munger Africana Library of the California Institute of
Technology. Portugal's Guerrilla Wars in Africa represents an amalgam of these eﬀorts. At the
same time, this book is not an oﬃcial history, but rather a journalist's perspective of military
events as viewed by somebody who has made a career of reporting on overseas wars, Africa's
especially. Venter's camera was always at hand; most of the images used between these
covers are his. His approach is both intrusive and personal and he would like to believe that he
has managed to record for posterity a tiny but vital segment of African history.
Precision and Purpose Karl P. Mueller 2015-07-08 Between March and October 2011, a
coalition of North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) member states and several partner
nations waged a war against Muammar Qaddaﬁ's Libyan regime that stemmed and then
reversed the tide of Libya's civil war, preventing Qaddaﬁ from crushing the nascent rebel
movement seeking to overthrow his dictatorship and going on to enable opposition forces to
prevail. The central element of this intervention was a relatively small multinational force's air
campaign operating from NATO bases in several countries, as well as from a handful of aircraft
carriers and amphibious ships in the Mediterranean Sea. The study details each country's
contribution to that air campaign, examining such issues as the limits of airpower and
coordination among nations. It also explores whether the Libyan experience oﬀers a potential
model for the future.
Aerial Interdiction Eduard Maximilian Mark 1994 Published by Superintendent of Documents,
US Government Printing Oﬃce, Washington, DC 20402-9328 for the Paciﬁc Air Forces Oﬃce of
History, Hickam Air Force Base, Hawaii. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland,
OR
Defending Air Bases in an Age of Insurgency Shannon Caudill 2014-08 This anthology
discusses the converging operational issues of air base defense and counterinsurgency. It
explores the diverse challenges associated with defending air assets and joint personnel in a
counterinsurgency environment. The authors are primarily Air Force oﬃcers from security
forces, intelligence, and the oﬃce of special investigations, but works are included from a US
Air Force pilot and a Canadian air force oﬃcer. The authors examine lessons from Vietnam,
Iraq, Afghanistan, and other conﬂicts as they relate to securing air bases and sustaining air
operations in a high-threat counterinsurgency environment. The essays review the capabilities,
doctrine, tactics, and training needed in base defense operations and recommend ways in
which to build a strong, synchronized ground defense partnership with joint and combined
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forces. The authors oﬀer recommendations on the development of combat leaders with the
depth of knowledge, tactical and operational skill sets, and counterinsurgency mind set
necessary to be eﬀective in the modern asymmetric battleﬁeld.
Introduction to the United States Air Force
Technology and the American Way of War Thomas G. Mahnken 2008 Drawing on six
decades of debate on the subject of U.S. military aﬀairs, this text is an insightful history of
technology's eﬀect on the way America prepares for and ﬁghts its wars.
Portugal's Bush War in Mozambique Al J Venter 2022-06-02 A new account of how Portugal
fought a bush war in Mozambique for over a decade. Portugal fought a bush war in
Mozambique — one of the most beautiful countries in the world — for over a decade. The small
European nation was ranged against formidable odds and in the end was unable to muster the
resources required to eﬀectively take on the might of the Soviet Union and its
collaborators—every single communist country on the planet and almost all of Black Africa.
Yet, Al Venter argues, Portugal did not actually lose the war, and indeed fought in diﬃcult
terrain with a good degree of success over an extended period. It was radical domestic politics
that heralded the end. Mozambique is once again embroiled in a guerrilla war, this time
against a large force of Islamic militants, many from Somalia and some Arab countries, and
unequivocally backed by Islamic State and the lessons of Mozambique’s bush war are still
relevant today.
Flight Plan Africa John P. Cann 2015-05-19 Following the 1952 reorganization of the Portuguese
Air Force from the army and naval air arms, Portugal now had an entity dedicated solely to
aviation that would bring it into line with its new NATO commitment. As it proceeded to
develop a competence in modern multiengine and jet ﬁghter aircraft for its NATO role and
train a professional corps of pilots, it was suddenly confronted in 1961 with ﬁghting
insurgencies in all three of its African possessions. This development forced it to acquire an
entirely new and separate air force, the African air force, to address this emerging danger.
This is the story of just how Portuguese leadership anticipated and dealt with this threat, and
how it assembled an air force from scratch to meet it. The aircraft available at the time were
largely castoﬀs from the larger, richer, and more sophisticated air forces of its NATO partners
and not designed for counterinsurgency. Yet Portugal adapted them to the task and eﬀectively
crafted the appropriate strategies and tactics for their successful employment. The book
explores the vicissitudes of procurement, an exercise fraught with anti-colonial political
undercurrents, the imaginative modiﬁcation and adaptation of the aircraft to ﬁght in the
African theaters, and the development of tactics, techniques, and procedures for their
eﬀective employment against an elusive, clever, and dangerous enemy. Advances in
weaponry, such as the helicopter gun ship, were the outgrowth of combat needs. The acquired
logistic competences assured that the needed fuel types and lubricants, spare parts, and
qualiﬁed maintenance personnel were available in even the most remote African landing sites.
The advanced ﬂying skills, such as visual reconnaissance and air-ground coordinated ﬁre
support, were honed and perfected. All of these aspects and more are explored and hold
lessons in the application of airpower in any insurgency today.
Northwest Africa George Frederick Howe 1991 The assault on North Africa on 8 November
1942 led to a bitter conﬂict that ﬁnally culminated in the defeat of the Axis forces in Tunisia
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seven months later. The campaign was, for the U.S. Army, a school in coalition warfare and an
introduction to enemy tactics.
German Air Power in World War I John Howard Morrow 1982
Air Power Stephen Budiansky 2005-03-29 No single human invention has transformed war
more than the airplane—not even the atomic bomb. Even before the Wright Brothers’ ﬁrst
ﬂight, predictions abounded of the devastating and terrible consequences this new invention
would have as an engine of war. Soaring over the battleﬁeld, the airplane became an
unstoppable force that left no spot on earth safe from attack. Drawing on combat memoirs,
letters, diaries, archival records, museum collections, and eyewitness accounts by the men
who fought—and the men who developed the breakthrough inventions and
concepts—acclaimed author Stephen Budiansky weaves a vivid and dramatic account of the
airplane’s revolutionary transformation of modern warfare. On the web:
http://www.budiansky.com/
Portuguese Africa and the West William Minter 1973
Modern African Wars (3) Helmoed-Romer Heitman 2011-07-20 From the days of its occupation
by South African forces under the Mandate System, to its ﬁrst election in 1989, South-West
Africa was a hotbed of revolutionary activity. The establishment of SWAPO (South-West African
People's Organization) in 1960, sparked decades of guerilla warfare, mostly aimed at the
South African military. This book examines modern African wars between 1964 and 1989, and
includes detailed descriptions of the South African Defence Force, Angolan Forces, SWAPO,
and the major units involved in the counter-insurgency campaigns. The text is enhanced by
colour plates, maps, and numerous photographs.
The Australian Experience of Air Power 2013
On Yankee Station John B. Nichols 1987 Discusses the contributions of the Navy's air power to
the ﬁghting of the Vietnam War and examines Navy air war tactics
Flight Plan Africa John P. Cann 2015-05-19 Following the 1952 reorganization of the Portuguese
Air Force from the army and naval air arms, Portugal now had an entity dedicated solely to
aviation that would bring it into line with its new NATO commitment. As it proceeded to
develop a competence in modern multiengine and jet ﬁghter aircraft for its NATO role and
train a professional corps of pilots, it was suddenly confronted in 1961 with ﬁghting
insurgencies in all three of its African possessions. This development forced it to acquire an
entirely new and separate air force, the African air force, to address this emerging danger.
This is the story of just how Portuguese leadership anticipated and dealt with this threat, and
how it assembled an air force from scratch to meet it. The aircraft available at the time were
largely castoﬀs from the larger, richer, and more sophisticated air forces of its NATO partners
and not designed for counterinsurgency. Yet Portugal adapted them to the task and eﬀectively
crafted the appropriate strategies and tactics for their successful employment. The book
explores the vicissitudes of procurement, an exercise fraught with anti-colonial political
undercurrents, the imaginative modiﬁcation and adaptation of the aircraft to ﬁght in the
African theaters, and the development of tactics, techniques, and procedures for their
eﬀective employment against an elusive, clever, and dangerous enemy. Advances in
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weaponry, such as the helicopter gun ship, were the outgrowth of combat needs. The acquired
logistic competences assured that the needed fuel types and lubricants, spare parts, and
qualiﬁed maintenance personnel were available in even the most remote African landing sites.
The advanced ﬂying skills, such as visual reconnaissance and air-ground coordinated ﬁre
support, were honed and perfected. All of these aspects and more are explored and hold
lessons in the application of airpower in any insurgency today.
The Cold War: The Deﬁnitive Encyclopedia and Document Collection [5 volumes] Spencer C.
Tucker 2020-10-27 This sweeping reference work covers every aspect of the Cold War, from its
ignition in the ashes of World War II, through the Berlin Wall and the Cuban Missile Crisis, to
the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. The Cold War superpower face-oﬀ between the Soviet
Union and the United States dominated international aﬀairs in the second half of the 20th
century and still reverberates around the world today. This comprehensive and insightful
multivolume set provides authoritative entries on all aspects of this world-changing event,
including wars, new military technologies, diplomatic initiatives, espionage activities,
important individuals and organizations, economic developments, societal and cultural events,
and more. This expansive coverage provides readers with the necessary context to understand
the many facets of this complex conﬂict. The work begins with a preface and introduction and
then oﬀers illuminating introductory essays on the origins and course of the Cold War, which
are followed by some 1,500 entries on key individuals, wars, battles, weapons systems,
diplomacy, politics, economics, and art and culture. Each entry has cross-references and a list
of books for further reading. The text includes more than 100 key primary source documents,
a detailed chronology, a glossary, and a selective bibliography. Numerous illustrations and
maps are inset throughout to provide additional context to the material. Includes more than
1,500 entries covering all facets of the Cold War from its origins to its aftermath, including all
political, diplomatic, military, social, economic, and cultural aspects Incorporates the
scholarship of more than 200 internationally recognized contributors from around the world,
many writing about events and issues from the perspective of their country of origin Oﬀers
more than 100 original documents—a collection that draws heavily on material from archives
in China, Eastern Europe, and the former Soviet Union Provides hundreds of powerful images
and dozens of informative maps detailing speciﬁc military conﬂicts and movements of various
groups Includes a detailed chronology of important events that occurred before, during, and
after the Cold War
The Politics of Strategic Aircraft Modernization David S. Sorenson 1995 This book argues that
Air Force oﬃcers--not civilian defense analysts--acquired the best bombers for the U.S. Air
Force.
Battle For Angola Al J. Venter 2017-04-03 Following the publication of Al Venter’s successful
Portugal’s Guerrilla Wars in Africa - shortlisted by the New York Military Aﬀairs Symposium’s
'Arthur Goodzeit Book Award for 2013' - his Battle for Angola delves still further into the
troubled history of this former Portuguese African colony. This is a completely fresh work
running to almost 600 pages including 32 pages of color photos, with the main thrust on
events before and after the civil war that followed Lisbon’s over-hasty departure back to the
metrópole. There are also several sections that detail the role of South African mercenaries in
defeating the rebel leader Dr Jonas Savimbi (considered by some as the most accomplished
guerrilla leader to emerge in Africa in the past century). There are many chapters that deal
with Pretoria’s reaction to the deteriorating political and military situation in Angola, the role of
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the Soviets and mercenaries in the political transition, as well as the civil war that followed.
With the assistance of several notable military authorities he elaborates in considerable detail
on South Africa’s 23-year Border War, from the ﬁrst guerrilla incursions to the last. In this
regard he received solid help from the former the head of 4 Reconnaissance Regiment, Colonel
Douw Steyn, who details several cross-border Recce strikes, including the sinking by frogmen
of two Soviet ships and a Cuban freighter in an Angolan deepwater port. Throughout, the
author was helped by a variety of notable authorities, including the French historian Dr René
Pélissier and the American academic and former naval aviator Dr John (Jack) Cann. With their
assistance, he covers several ancillary uprisings and invasions, including the Herero revolt of
the early 20th century; the equally troubled Ovambo insurrection, as well as the invasion of
Angola by the Imperial German Army in the First World War. Former deputy head of the South
African Army Major General Roland de Vries played a seminal role. It was he - dubbed ‘South
Africa’s Rommel’ by his fellow commanders - who successfully nurtured the concept of ‘mobile
warfare’ where, in a succession of armored onslaughts ‘thin-skinned’ Ratel Infantry Fighting
Vehicles tackled Soviet main battle tanks and thrashed them. There is a major section on
South African Airborne – the ‘Parabats’ –by Brigadier-General McGill Alexander, one of the
architects of that kind of warfare under Third World conditions. Finally, the role of Cuban
Revolutionary Army receives the attention it deserves: oﬃcially there were almost 50,000
Cuban troops deployed in the Angolan war, though subsequent disclosures in Havana suggest
that the ﬁnal total was much higher.
Cold War Liberation Natalia Telepneva 2023-04-12 Cold War Liberation examines the African
revolutionaries who led armed struggles in three Portuguese colonies—Angola, Mozambique,
and Guinea-Bissau—and their liaisons in Moscow, Prague, East Berlin, and Soﬁa. By
reconstructing a multidimensional story that focuses on both the impact of the Soviet Union on
the end of the Portuguese Empire in Africa and the eﬀect of the anticolonial struggles on the
Soviet Union, Natalia Telepneva bridges the gap between the narratives of individual
anticolonial movements and those of superpower rivalry in sub-Saharan Africa during the Cold
War. Drawing on newly available archival sources from Russia and Eastern Europe and
interviews with key participants, Telepneva emphasizes the agency of African liberation
leaders who enlisted the superpower into their movements via their relationships with middleranking members of the Soviet bureaucracy. These administrators had considerable scope to
shape policies in the Portuguese colonies which in turn increased the Soviet commitment to
decolonization in the wider region. An innovative reinterpretation of the relationships forged
between African revolutionaries and the countries of the Warsaw Pact, Cold War Liberation is a
bold addition to debates about policy-making in the Global South during the Cold War. We are
proud to oﬀer this book in our usual print and ebook formats, plus as an open-access edition
available through the Sustainable History Monograph Project.
American Airpower Comes Of Age—General Henry H. “Hap” Arnold’s World War II Diaries Vol. II
[Illustrated Edition] Gen. Henry H. “Hap.” Arnold 2015-11-06 Includes the Aerial Warfare In
Europe During World War II illustrations pack with over 180 maps, plans, and photos. Gen
Henry H. “Hap.” Arnold, US Army Air Forces (AAF) Chief of Staﬀ during World War II,
maintained diaries for his several journeys to various meetings and conferences throughout
the conﬂict. Volume 1 introduces Hap Arnold, the setting for ﬁve of his journeys, the diaries he
kept, and evaluations of those journeys and their consequences. General Arnold’s travels
brought him into strategy meetings and personal conversations with virtually all leaders of
Allied forces as well as many AAF troops around the world. He recorded his impressions,
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feelings, and expectations in his diaries. Maj Gen John W. Huston, USAF, retired, has captured
the essence of Henry H. Hap Arnold—the man, the oﬃcer, the AAF chief, and his mission.
Volume 2 encompasses General Arnold’s ﬁnal seven journeys and the diaries he kept therein.
The New Counterinsurgency Era David H. Ucko 2009-07-02 Confronting insurgent violence
in Iraq and Afghanistan, the U.S. military has recognized the need to “re-learn”
counterinsurgency. But how has the Department of Defense with its mixed eﬀorts responded
to this new strategic environment? Has it learned anything from past failures? In The New
Counterinsurgency Era, David Ucko examines DoD’s institutional obstacles and initially slow
response to a changing strategic reality. Ucko also suggests how the military can better
prepare for the unique challenges of modern warfare, where it is charged with everything from
providing security to supporting reconstruction to establishing basic governance—all while
stabilizing conquered territory and engaging with local populations. After brieﬂy surveying the
history of American counterinsurgency operations, Ucko focuses on measures the military has
taken since 2001 to relearn old lessons about counterinsurgency, to improve its ability to
conduct stability operations, to change the institutional bias against counterinsurgency, and to
account for successes gained from the learning process. Given the eﬀectiveness of insurgent
tactics, the frequency of operations aimed at building local capacity, and the danger of
ungoverned spaces acting as havens for hostile groups, the military must acquire new skills to
confront irregular threats in future wars. Ucko clearly shows that the opportunity to come to
grips with counterinsurgency is matched in magnitude only by the cost of failing to do so.
Combined Operations Jeremy Black 2017-09-15 This compelling book provides the ﬁrst
global history of the evolution of combined operations since Antiquity. Beginning with
amphibious warfare in the ancient world of the Romans, Vikings, and Mongols, Jeremy Black
advances through the Gunpowder Revolution, the rise of maritime empires and the formation
of nation-states, the early Industrial Revolution and the adaptation of modern technology to
warfare, the twentieth-century world wars, the Cold War, and concluding with the modern age
of irregular and asymmetric conﬂict. Black’s informed and analytical narrative emphasizes
conﬂicts around the world, focusing not only on leading powers but also regional combatants.
His case studies include amphibious operations in the Mongol invasions of Japan, the War for
American Independence, and the Gallipoli campaign of World War I. He also explores the
development and eﬀectiveness of airborne operations as a way to project military power
inland. Oﬀering a balanced assessment of strategic, operational, and technical developments
over time, Black considers both the potential and limitations of amphibious and airborne
warfare—past, present, and future.
The Army Air Forces in World War II: Men and planes 1948
Airlift Doctrine Charles Miller 2012-08-01 n this extremely comprehensive overview of airlift
and air mobility, Colonel Miller shows how the worldwide orientation of American foreign
policy, the numerous threats to free-world interests, and the speed and complexity of modern
warfare have combined with political and resource constraints to produce today's airlift
doctrine and force structure. Airlift is the movement of goods and people to where they are
needed, when they are needed there. Since the 1920s there has been an evolving awareness
and articulation of how to best organize, train, and equip airlift forces for that mission. The
worldwide orientation of American foreign policy, the numerous threats to free world interests,
and the speed and complexity of modern warfare have combined with political and resource
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constraints to produce today's airlift doctrine and force structure. Colonel Miller's study traces
these many interrelationships to discover what critical airlift decisions were made, why they
were made, and what they may mean in the future. Airlift is the backbone of deterrence. A
properly structured and equipped airlift force is critical to the successful execution of the
national military strategy. How we think about airlift and how we translate those thoughts into
a meaningful expression of how to develop, deploy, and employ airlift forces is vital to the
national defense. Colonel Miller's study is a deﬁnitive step in that important process.
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